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more numerous and veridical than those of other lands; but, of
course, there is no need to suppose a poetical tradition going back
to the time of Alboin, seeing that Paulus Diaconus's text was one
of the best known sources for history in the Middle Ages. One
supposes also, though without assurance, that the use of narcotics
is a characteristically Italian novelistic device, and that ingenuity
has more admirers among the Italian folk than elsewhere, This
difficulty of asserting the Italian origin of many poems does not
warrant an imputation on the originality of the Piedmontese
singers. It is due to the absence of characteristic marks on ballads
of adventure, which forbids our localizing very many of them. As
a high-road for ballad commerce North Italy is important for
the history of those which have spread from the European
North and West into southern Italy (and thence sometimes to
Greece), to Venice and Dalrnatia (and so to Serbia, Bulgaria,
and Rumania), and perhaps also, in the Hapsburg armies, to
Czechs and Hungarians.
At the other extreme of this Franco-Italian ballad area, the folk-
songs of Brittany form a group defended by their peculiar language
against the comprehension of strangers, though themselves open
to influences streaming in from France.1 The 'gwerziou' show no
sign of the ancient connexion with our islands; they enshrine no
heroic traditions comparable with those of the Gaelic poems, nor is
there any indication of a bardic school. The English appear as the
enemy, with only this difference from French balladry that it is
chiefly the English seamen who are feared. There is a considerable
amount of international matter, and many ballads deal with the
more popularly revolting crimes in the manner characteristic of
decadent balladry everywhere. The verse forms are those em-
ployed in France: assonating couplets and quatrains (often with
the simple rhyme-pattern aabb\ with or without refrain. The
narrative element is more pronounced in these poems, and the
literary admixture slight. The Breton 'gwerziou' doubtless form
a greater proportion of the total production of the Breton imagina-
tion, than do the 'chansons populaires' in France, and so would
have played a greater part in the moulding of thought. In this
1 Breton is not one of the languages I read, and I am dependent on collections
in which the original has been faced by a French translation. I follow F. M.
Luzel's Gwersiou Breis-Izel, Lorient, 1868-74, with confidence, and H. de la
Villemarque"s Barsaz-Brtiz, Paris, 1867 (6th ed.), with hesitation.

